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Experimenting
     & Building

Sand-Water-Play - Nature Discovery - Building Blocks

025263
Window Building Blocks, small

025850
Window Building Blocks, large
Contents: 7 blocks 8 x 8 x 4 cm, 7 blocks 16 x 8 x 4 cm,
7 blocks 16 x 16 x 4 cm

Age: 3+

sliding plate

Contents: 12 blocks 4 x 4 x 4 cm (not fillable),
12 blocks 4 x 8 x 4 cm, 12 blocks 8 x 8 x 4 cm
 
Age: 3+
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Fillable Building Blocks
Each building block has two window panes: One coloured or mirrored and one transparent. One of the panes in each of the large building blocks can be opened. The blocks can 
also be filled to create additional effects, e.g. with sand, granules or beads etc. A magnetic fastening ensures that the seal is tight. Versions: Mirror/clear acrylic, clear acrylic/clear, 
red acrylic/clear, blue acrylic/clear, green acrylic/clear, yellow acrylic/clear. Material: Wooden frames, coloured or clear acrylic panes, mirrors. 

135270
Magnifier Centre
Stand with 6 magnifiers

Dimensions: W 22 x H 14 x D 15 cm, 
magnifier Ø 11.5 cm, L 22 cm.

Materials: birch, plastic.

099536
Giant Building Blocks 
Can be combined with HABA building blocks and 
window building blocks. 

Contents: 1 block 40 x 16 x 8 cm and 
1 block 40 x 8 x 8cm, 
2 blocks of the following sizes: 40 x 8 x 2 cm, 
40 x 16 x 8 cm, 40 x 8 x 8 cm, 8 x 8 x 8 cm, 
4 blocks of the following sizes:  24 x 16 x 8 cm blocks 
and 24 x 8 x 8 cm blocks. 

Material: plywood. Thickness: 1.5 cm. 
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Build up high 133786
Ligno Building Blocks
For little master builders even with handicap. The construction set was 
developed specifically for children with movement disorders of the 
hands. The possibilities range from simple stacking of the building blocks 
all the way to sophisticated three-dimensional structures, such as high 
towers, rooms with many angles and corners, by connecting the blocks 
vertically and horizontally with the pegs. The game exercises and the 
independent playing with the building blocks train the grasping move-
ments, the visual and spatial perception, attentiveness and concentration 
in many ways. While building, the children develop an understanding of 
space and position, learn to differentiate shapes, colors and amounts and 
exercise themselves in creative design and experimental playing. 

Contents: 160 blocks in 4 sizes, 24 blocks with arcs in different sizes, 
24 cylinders in 4 heights, 10 triangular bodies, 8 hemispheres, 8 half 
cylinders, 8 cones, 2 staircases and 2 roof elements (both natural color), 
one peg board (natural), 80 pegs in 8 lengths (natural). For all this, there 
is a sturdy box (width 36.6 x height 29 x depth 36.8 cm), in which eve-
rything can be nicely stored. 

Material: Multiplex, partially in 5 colors. 

Dimensions: smallest block 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 cm, Cylinder Ø 3.2 cm, cylinder 
heights 3.2–12.8 cm, roof element length 16 x width 9.6 cm, 
peg board 35.2 x 35.2 cm.

Age: 3+ 

This game supports
• forward planning
• spatial thinking
• grasping movements
• concentration and attentiveness

111439
Large (W 80 x H 12 x D 120 cm)
111438  
Small (W 80 x H 12 x D 80 cm)
The creativity and experimentation canvas is the 
ideal surface for letting children play and experiment with colors, foam, 
sand, water etc. The canvas can be laid out flat or tied together at the 
corners to form 
a box. This way, the surface below remains clean and dry, while the child-
ren can paint, splash, etc. to their heart’s content. 

Material: plastic. 

Color: blue. 

Age: 1+
Tie the canvas to make 
a box.

Empty over the corner.

Water experiments.

Lotion experiments.

Experimentation Canvas

Experimenting & Building

35,0 cm

in a stable 
wooden box
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